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COMPETITIVE FORAGING IN MALLARDS: 'mEAL FREE' DUCKS

By D. G. C. HARPER
Department of Zoology, Downing Street, Cambridge, CB23EJ

Abstract. Mallards (Anas platyrhynchos L.) distribute themselves between two patches of food in a
close approximation to the distribution- predicted by the ideal free model. However an important as-
sumption of this model is violated since the despotic behaviour of some individuals results in different
birds receiving unequal payoffs. The distribution of the birds between the food patches is influenced by
the distribution of these despots. Evidence is presented to suggest that the ducks initially use the fre- -
quency of supply of food items at a patch to assess its profitability, but they can, over a longer time
scale, use other cues.

Although a great deal of work has been done on Daphnia magna in the ratio of the patch pro-
the exploitation by animals of patchy resources, fitabilities. This is exactly what would be pre-
especially food (see review by Krebs 1978), most dicted from the ideal free model; unfortunately,
of this work has dealt with the utilization of a individual payoffs were not recorded. In my
single resource patch by a single individual. study I have been throwing pieces of bread to
Hence the important question of how competing ducks on a garden pond and recording both the
individuals should distribute themselves between distribution of the birds between food patches
several different resource patches has been com- and the individual food intake of some of the
paratively neglected. The theoretical discussion ducks at one of these patches.
of this problem has centred on two possible
distributions: the 'ideal free' and 'despotic' General Methods
(Fretwell & Lucas 1970; Fretwell 1972). In the The experiments described in this paper were
ideal free model it is assumed that competing carried out on a flock of 33 free-living mallards
individuals distribute themselves between re- (Anas platyrhynchos L.) on a lake in the Univer-
source patches in such a way that each individual sity Botanic Garden, Cambridge, in the winter
receives the same payoff. This equality of pay- of 1979-1980. Since the ducks exhibited con-
off can be achieved by individuals distributing siderable variation in plumage and in bill pat- ,;~
themselves between resource patches in the ratio tern (the latter is most obvious in females), it
of the patch profitabilities: more animals utilize proved possible to recognize them individually.
the most profitable patch. The model assumes However some of the birds were difficult to
that the animals are 'ideal' in their assessment identify rapidly, and only 24 ir:idividuals (13
of the patch profitability ratio and that they males, 11 females) could be reliably identified on
are 'free' to go to the patch of their choice, no sight. I will refer to these ducks as the 'recogniz-
individual being able to prevent another from able birds'.
doing so. In contrast, the despotic model as- The resource patches used in the experiments
sumes that some individuals are able to mon- were pre-cut and pre-weighed pieces of white
opolize an unfair share of the available resources bread being thrown by two observers at fixed
through dominance and/or territorial behav- points on the lake surface 20 m apart, called
iour; in this case different individuals will re- site A and site j. Patch profitability was varied
ceive different payoffs. by changing either the rate at which the items

To distinguish between these two hypotheses were thrown into the patches, or the weight of
we need to know individual payoffs in different the food items. The pieces of bread were thrown
resource patches of known quality, and it is singly and at regular intervals: for instance a
therefore not surprising that the models have frequency of supply of 12 items per minute was
proved difficult to test empirically (Fretwell achieved by throwing an item every 5 seconds.
1972). One example of a study providing results, In every one of the experiments described, a
relating to these theories is that of Milinski total of 33 birds were on the lake surface and all

; (1979). This study used a simple laboratory set- 24 recognizable birds were present. As soon as
up to demonstrate that three-spined stickle- a trial was terminated, by stopping the input of :
backs (Gasterosteus aculeatus) distribute them- . food, the ducks very rapidly swam away from
selves between two patches of their prey the observers and a new trial was not started
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u?til all the ducks had dispersed from the feeding at one of the two sites the amount of bread
sites... . . . . eaten by each of the recognizable birds at that ,

It IS ObVIOUS t~at Ideal free dIstrIbution models site was recorded. i
can only apply In cases where the resource in ~
question is actually limiting. Therefore it was Results ~

" important that food was not provided in excess ,When offered two foo~ patc~e.s, !he fl?ck rap- i~" abu~dance. and tha! individuals .v.:ere not be- I~ly .ca~e to a dynamIc equIlIbrIum. I.n their I

COmI!lg satI~ted durIng the experImental trials. dIstr!~UtIon between them. T~~ ra~IdIty and ~
No sIngle trIal of an experiment used more than sta,bI!Ity of the ?bserved equI~bratIons were ;

550 g of food and no more than three trials were strIkIng, even durIng the first trIal. In 29 trials ;~
conducte.d daily (the mean daily input over the the two l?atches ~ere equally profita~le, with ;!
~hole wI!lter was 896 g). Tht individual food 2-g food Items ~eIng thr°W!l at each s!te every !
Items weIghed 2 or 4 g: th~se weights were 5 s (24 g p~r mInute). In this case the Ideal free;
c.hosen because with larger items the handling model predIcts that half of the flock (16.5 birds) j
tIme and consequent risk of kleptoparasitism by sho1;11d go to each patch. ;~
other ducks were increased. On no occasion FIgure 1 shows the mean number of ducks at j
did any duck fail to respond to food when it was site A plotted against time since the first food !
offered, ~nd ~o individuals swam away from the item w.as thro~n, for ,these trials. The predicte,d ~
two feedIng sItes until feeding ceased. flock sI~e at this site IS represented by the hon- ']

Another },?otential problem with the experi- zontal lIne on the, figure, and it can be seen that 1

ments descrfbed here was that of learning: for the mean flock SIze observed comes to closely
instance it was important that the ducks could approximate to this prediction. For all times
not learn that one patch was always the most after .80,s, the ob~erved number. of birds does

i profitable, and for this reason the site (A or B) n?t ,sIgnIficantly differ from the Ideal free pre-
of the most profitable patch was varied on a ~Ic~I~n (t te~ts, df = 28, P > 0.~5). For. each
rando~ ba~is. In ad?ition, although I have IndIVIdual tnal,. the !lumb.er of b!rds. at site A
found It eaSIer to descrIbe this study as four dis- was plotted agaInst tIme (Just as In FIg. 1) and
crete experiments, they were performed on a
common randomized schedule: in other words
t~ey were all done during the same period of 18
tIme.

Experiment 1 16
Methods

If ducks distribute themselves between two 14
food patches in an ideal free manner we would
e:x:pect to be able to verify two hypotheses.
FIrstly, we would predict that the distribution 12
of ducks between the food patches would match -;

~: the patch profita~ility ratio: for example, if the ~ 10
~ 1 least profitable sIte has one third of the total:;: .
~I' t' food available (patch profitabi~ty ratio of 2: 1), ~ 8

'0 we would predIct that one-third of the flock -
0~ would be. at, ~at site. The s.econd prediction is .8 6

~ th~t the IndIVIdual ducks WIll, on the average, ~
¥ gaIn access to the same amount of food. Z

j These two hypotheses were tested in a series 4
of feeding trials in which the food items thrown
onto. ~he two patches all weighed 2 g. The pro- 2
fitability of t~e patc,hes was ~etermined by the
frequency WIth which the Items were being 0

i throw~. During each. trial a continuo~s tape 0 60 120 180 240 300
~! r~co~dIn~ was made In order to mom tor the Time after start of trial (seconds)
~ d!stnbutIon of the flock between the two feeding , "
)1 sItes, a particular note being made of the 10- ~Ig, 1: Mean numb~r of ducks at sIte A p~o:tted a,gamst
!'"J t' f th 24 ' bl ' . . tIme smce start of trIal, when patch profitabIlIty ratIo was
:ci ca IOn 0 e recognIza e bIrds. In addItion, unity, The horizontal line is the ideal free prediction.
:
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an equilibrium number (to the nearest whole behaving in an ideal free manner we would also
duck) judged by eye. These values ranged from predict that every individual received the same
10 to 23 birds in these trials; a further indication payoff, and this prediction was not confirmed by
of the variation observed between trials is given the observations during these feeding trials.
by the standard deviations shown in Fig. 1. Some individuals took a large proportion of the

Similarly close approximations to the distri- available food and did so consistently through-
bution predicted by the patch profitability ratio out the study period. For all the trials men-
were found in cases where the patches were not tioned above (a total of 53 trials) I determined
equally profitable. For example, Fig. 2 shows which individual had taken the most food items
the mean number of ducks at the least profitable from the food patch at which I was recording
of two patches with a profitability ratio of 2:1 how many items each of the recognizable birds
during 24 trials. Since one-third of the total food had taken. Only seven individuals were found
is available at this site, the ideal free model pre- ever to have taken the most food items from a
dicts that one-third of the flock (11 birds) will patch during a trial, and one of these ducks only
go to this patch. This prediction seems to be did so once. These results are shown in Table I.
borne out by the observations, since for all
times after 80 s the observed number of birds Experiment 2
does not differ significantly from the predicted Methods
value (t tests, df = 23, P > 0.05). The equili- Direct observation of the birds feeding at the
brium number at the least profitable patch food patches in experiment 1 revealed that the
during individual trials ranged from 8 to 13 individuals taking disproportionate amounts of
birds. the available food were involved in numerous

The observation that the ducks distribute aggressive interactions with other ducks. It
themselves between two food patches in a good seemed reasonable to hypothesize that the ine-
approximation to the patch profitability ratio quality in payoffs observed was caused by the
is necessary, but not sufficient, evidence in sup- despotic behaviour of dominant flock members.
port of the ideal free model. If the ducks were If this is correct, then it not only matters to each

individual how many other ducks are at the
18 same food patch (as in the density-dependent

effect in the ideal free model) but it also matters
who those other ducks are. To examine the in-

16 fluence of dominance rank on the ability of in-
.!! dividuals to gain access to food, it is clearly im-
'~14 portant to be able to compare the payoffs re-
~ ceived by different individuals under the same
e12 conditions. In particular it is important that
;, each individual is studied competing against the
j10 same other _individuals. Since I was unable to
i . j manipulaterthe composition of the groups of

~ 8 -; Table I. Number of Trials during which Each Particular

.! Individual Ate More Items than Any Other Individual in the
E6 Flock
~ Bird 1 Number of trials involved

4
A 12
B 122 C 8

D 8
0 E 7

60 120 180 240 300 F 5
Time after start of trial (seconds) G 1

Fig. 2. Mean number of ducks at least profitable site Total no. of trials. 53
plotted against time since start of trial, when patch
profitability ratio was 2:1. The horizontal line is the ideal .No other bird in the flock of 33 ate the most items in
free prediction. any trial.
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ducks at the two feeding patches, I did a series nizable bird took more than 3 % of the total and
of trials in which all the flock were competing at the mean intake of the 'unrecognizable birds'
a single feeding site (site A of experiment 1). was under 2 %. The number of items taken by
The hypothesis I wished to test was that the each of the six most successful individuals is
ability of individuals to gain access to food in shown in Table II, which uses the same identi-
competitive situations was related to their domi- fication letters for the individuals as is used in
nance rank within the flock. To assess the ability
of individuals to gain access to food~ I performed 1 011 trials through the winter, in which about 100 '

} items weighing 2 g were thrown onto the feed.
1 ing site, and recorded the number of items eaten 0,9
~ by each of the 24 recognizable pires. In order to
Ii determine the dominance relfttionships within
~: the flock, I watched aggressive behaviour with- 0.8 ."
I' in the flock in non-feeding contexts, throughout
i the winter. Each dyadic encounter was scored 'i! 0'7

as a 'win' for one individual and a 'defeat' for g .
l the other. These data were used to arrange the Ef recognizable birds into a peck order. ~ 06 .
m "0

I' Results f .2
ii The single site tmls revealed that, just as in ~ o. .
I~ the previous experiment, a few individuals took ~

a disproportionate amount of the food thrown § 0,4 . .
to the flock. I drew the 24 recognizable birds up 5. . .
into a rank according to the number of items ~ 0.3 . .
they had eaten in all the 11 trials. Figure 3 shows:§ . . .
the cumulative frequency of items eaten (as a ~
proportion of the total of 1204 items) plotted <3 02
against increasing rank on this measure. The
proportion of items below the horizontal line(15 % of the total) was taken by the nine birds 0
that were not recognized individually. If each
of the recognizable birds took an equal share of 0
the available food, the plotted points would 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2
follow the diagonal line. In fact the plotted Individuals ranked in order of increasing food intake

points diverge widely from this line and it is.. ..
notable that six individuals took nearly 60 % of FIg. 3. Cu!Du!a~lve frequency .of proportlo.n of f°.od Items

. . 0 taken by mdlvlduals ranked m order of mcreasmg food
the avaIlable Items, each one of these ducks intake (total number of food items = 1204). See text for

taking at least 8 % of the total. No other recog- further details.

Table ll. Food Monopolization by the Six Most Successful Members of a Flock of 33 Ducks Competing at a Food Patch

Number of food items eaten in each trial
% Available food

Bird 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 eaten in all trials

A 11 9 16 21 12 14 14 10 10 9 12 11.5
B 8 12 18 11 11 8 22 11 10 8 13 11.0
C 14 7 9 9 8 19 11 12 7 12 12 10.0
D 10 12 8 12 11 12 9 6 15 12 9 9.6
E 12 11 18 8 9 9 5 9 10 9 7 8.9
F 7 8 18 13 11 10 7 6 4 7 7 8.1

Total A to F 62 59 87 74 62 72 68 54 56 57 60 59.1

Total flock 111 107 102 114 119 100 121 117 100 104 109 100.0
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Table I; comparison of these two tables shows of the flock is the result of decisions made by in-
that the same six ducks were eating a dispropor- dividual ducks, The results of experiment 1
tionate amount of the food in experiments 1 and show that these decisions are made rapidly (see
2. Figs 1 and 2), and direct observation sug-

The peck order drawn up by watching agres- gested that they were made independently, no
sive encounters outside the feeding context is individuals seeming to hang around waiting to
not very linear, having a Landau inde~ of 0.63 see where other individuals went. However it is
(Chase 1974). To produce a linear rank for cal- obvious that the 'right' answer to the problem
culations all reversals were treated as ties. Two each duck faces depends upon the responses
important factors contributing to the high num- made by the other flock members. Below I in-
ber of reversals in peck order were the very tend to outline a simple (-minded) model to
limited sample sizes for most dyads (four were suggest how an individual could make an in-
never seen to interact) and the long time scale dependent decision rapidly, and then to compare
over which the data were collected (in order to the predictions of this model with some further
increase the sample sizes). The ability of indivi- trials similar to those in experiment I,
duals to monopolize, foo,d as ,measured by 1;he In a competitive situation it seems likel~ that
rank order depIcted In FIg. 3 IS correlated wIth rapid responses to ephemeral resources wIll be
the linearized peck order (Fig. 4, Kendall's favoured: 'rapid, quite good' decisions about
Coefficient of Rank Correlation" 't' := ~.?!, N what to do (for example which of two food
= 24, P < 0.001). The same SIX IndIVIduals patches to go to in these experiments) may well
(A-F in Tables I and II) head both ranks, and be better than 'slow very good' decisions. The
~ w,in. refer to these birds as 'domi~ants'. The~e model outlined belo~ supposes that it is to the
IndIVIduals appear to monopolize food In advantage of each individual duck for the over-
competitive contexts through despotic behav- all flock distribution to be ideal free and that
iour. each duck behaves in a way to make this more

likely to occur than if it behaved in a random
Experiment 3 fashion. If individuals can assess (in some un-

Methods, . , specified way) the patch profitability ratio,
The dIstnb~tIon o~ ducks bet,,!ee~ the t,wo then one possible rule for them to follow wo~ld

food patches In exp~~ment. 1 vaned In r~lation be to move to each p,atch with a pro~abillty
to the patch profitabIlIty ratio and approxImated detennined by this ratIO. For example If one-
closely to the predictions of the ideal free model. third of the food available is at site B (patch
It is important to remember that the distribution profitability ratio 2:1), ducks following this rule

would move to site B with a probability of one-
third and to site A with a probability of two-24 . thi' d c- o r s. '

LOW 0 If all the individuals in the flock use this rule,
20 0 0 the distribution of flock sizes at a feeding site

0 obtained over a number of different independent
~ . 0 experiments will be a binomial curve centred
e 16 : upon the flock size for that site predicted by 1;he
2 0 ideal free model. As long as the overall flock SIze
] 12 0 is not too sma1), the resultant distribution bet-
§ 0 ween the two fclod patches is usually close to that
gOo predicted by the ideal free model. If an indivi-
] 8: dU3;1 usi~g ~his rule is present in a flock o~ d~cks
'" 0 which dIstrIbute themselves at random, It IS at

0 an advantage since it is more likely to end up at
4 0 0 the most profitable site.

HIGH 0 A further series or trials exactly similar to
0 0 those in experiment 1 were carried out, in which \

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 the patch profitability ratio was 2: I (item weight
A99reSSlve mnk ~., . fi bl . 48HIGH Lv" 2 g, food Input at most pro ta e sIte g per

Fig. 4. Rank ability of individuals to monopolize food, minute), For each separate trial the equil.ibrium i
plotted against aggressive rank in non-feeding contexts. number of ducks at the least profitable sIte was !

:
,
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estimated as explained above. If the model were found to be correlated with the dyad affin-
proposed holds, these equilibrium flock sizes ities observed in other (non-feeding) contexts.
should be binomially distributed around the Figure 6 illustrates this correlation for the
value of 11, predicted by the patch profitability December data (Kendall's Coefficient of Rank i
ratio. Further variation is likely to occur owing Correlation, 't = 0.784, N = 15. P < 0.001).
to other factors influenciBg the birds' decisions. The six points in the top right-hand corner of

L' For example, the ducks may not be able to Fi~. 6 ~how statistically significant ~ssociations
m make consistent or accurate assessments of the (bmomlal test. P = 0.001 level). ThIs group of, : patch profitability ratio. fou~ dominants fed tog:ether at. one ~eedi~g site

i i durIng 33 of the 35 trIals depIcted m FIg. 5b.
"
,.,
fi Results
,.
~ The distributions of equilibrium flock sizes 025 (a)
!~ at the least profitable site (one-third of the total
i food available) for November. December and
~' January. are shown separately in Fig. 5. During
r November (Fig:. 5a) and January (~ig. 5c). ~he

observed dIstrIbutions do not dIffer Slgnlfi-
! cantly from the binomial curve predicted by the
; model (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. D = 0.097.
: N = 41. P:::r, 0.2 and D = 0.125.N = 37,P >
i 0.1 respective1y). If anything. the observed data 005

are even more closely clumped around the bino-
mial curve than the model suggests: for instance
the three most frequent flock sizes in Novem- 0 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
ber occur more frequently than expected (X2 = 0.25 (b)

4.61, P < 0.05). This suggests that the ducks
are either using a better rule to decide which 0
patch to visit, or that they are modifying initial
choices made by such a rule of thumb.

cThe distribution of equilibrium flock sizes --E

during December (Fig. 5b) is strikingly differ- ~ .
ent from that observed in the other months, It
and differs significantly from the binomial dis-
tribution predicted by the model (Kolmogorov- 005
Smirnov test. D = 0.361, N = 35. P < 0.001).
These data demonstrate that there must be 0
other factors influencing the distribution of
ducks between resource patches. and that these 0.25 (c )factors exhibit temporal variation. . .

While examining my observations in an at- O!O
tempt to suggest reasons why the December
data in these trials differed from those of the 0.15
other two months. it became apparent that the
social interactions of the six dominants were 0.10
different in December compared to the rest of
the winter. If one calculates dyad affinities for
the birds in the flock, it is clear that individuals 005
do not associate at random, being seen fre-
quently with certain individuals and hardly at 0
all in association with other individuals. The 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
d d affin. . f th . d ' t b SIze of smaller flock
ya ltles 0 e SIX oDllnan s. etween

themselves, ran,ged from close ~~sociation to Fig. 5. Distribution of flock sizes observed at least
nearly tota~ avolda~ce. Dyad a~ltles calc,ulated profitable site when patch profitability ratio was 2:1,

: for these bIrds durIng the feeding experIments during (a) Nove~ber, (b) December, (c) January.

".
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Interestingl);', the group were feeding at the .least patch profitability ratio was unity. In Fig. 7
pro.fit~ble sIte on only seven of these occaSIons, the total size of the smaller flock (with 33 birds,
a. sIgnI~cant. preference for the most profita.ble the flock at one of the two feeding sites must be
sIte (bInomIal test, P < 0.001). Dunng tna1s smaller) has been plotted against the number of
when the group .of four dominants w.ere at ~e dominants at the food patch. A highly signifi-
l~ast profi,tab.le sIte, the mean flock sI~e at ~hIS cant negative correlation was found (Kendall's
sIte was sIgnIficantly smaller than dunng tnals Coefficient of Rank Correlation 't = 0.587when they were at the most profitable site, as N = 29, P < 0.001). ' ,

shown in Table III.
These results suggest that the other birds were Experiment 4

tending (sensibly) to avoid the resource- Methods.
monopolizing dominants. It is indeed tempting The observatIon that the distribution of ducks
~o suggest that the distribution shown in Fig. 5b between two f??d pat,?hes is i~uenced by .the
IS the result of the superposition of two curves, patch pr?fitabIlity ratio (expenment 1) raIses
one centred on the mean flock size when the the question of how the ducks assess the patch
group of four were present at that site (9.3) and profitab~lity ra~io. Milinski (1979) found. that
the other centred on the mean flock size when three-spIned sticklebacks took about 4 mIn to
they were absent (14.0). This must remain specu- equilibr.ate between two prey patches, and it
lative; however further evidence is available to seems lIkely that at least some of the fish were
support the hypothesis that the other ducks tend sam.pling both prey patches before making a
to avoid the dominant individuals. The data chOIce between them. This contrasts with the
shown in Fig. 1 relate to 29 trials in which the situation found in this study, where it is clear, that sampling is unlikely to be involved in the

assessment of the patch profitability ratio by
~ 1.0 ducks, since very few individuals have eaten
~ . : food at either patch, let alone both, in the time
~0.8 . taken for equilibratiom One potential means of
i . assessing patch profitability at a distance would
";- 06 be the frequency with which food items are
§ . . .' thrown onto the lake surface. During the experi-
5 .' ments described above, the frequency of food>-0-4 . ld h:":E Input wou ave been an unusually accurate
::a . measure of patch profitability compared to its
!0-2 accuracy during the ducks' everyday feeding by

the public.
° ,. :ro test the hypothesis th.at theit ducks were
° 02 04 06 08 1-0 USIng the frequency of food Input as a measure

Dyad affinity," feeding context of the patch profitability ratio, a series of feed-
Fig. 6. Dyad affinity in non-feeding contexts plotted ing trials were perf?rmed in which throwing
against dyad affinity in feeding contexts, for the six frequency was sometimes a completely accurate
dominants. or 'true' indicator of patch profitability and

Table ill. Flock Size at the Least Profitable Site in relation to the Location of the
Group of Four Dominants Observed during Decem r

Number Size of flock at least profitable site
of

Group of four trials Range Mean so t-test

At least
profitable site 7 7-11 9.29 1.25 } i

~ . t81 = 7.95
t At most

.p~ofitable site 26 10-16 13.96 1.78 P < 0.001
DIVIded between

sites 2 10-14 - -

~ 1"
'c

I'.
"
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sometimes a 'false' indicator. During all the ratio. For all times from 60 to 320 s after the
trials the patch profitability ratio was 2:1 (48g trials had started, the mean number of ducks at

: per minute at the most profitable patch). In the least profitable site was significantly higher
iJ some trials 2-g food items were thrown at the than in the trials in which throwing frequency
;'\ most profitable patch at twice the frequency was proportional to patch profitability (t-test,
fi they were being thrown at the least profitable P = 0.05 level), If the ducks were using throw-
U P!ltch, and therefore freq~ency was a tru.e ,in- ing rate to assess patch profitability we would
~ dIcator of patch profitabIlIty. In the remaInIng expect that they would treat the two food
,i trials, food items were thrown at the same fre- patches in these 'false rate' trials as if they were
I: quency at the two patches, but those at the most of equal profitability, and the predicted number
Ii profitable site weighed 4 g compared to 2 g at of birds at each site would be 16.5 (half the
~ the least profita~le site. In these t~als. the fre-
~ quency of food Input was a false mdIcat°t: of .
I patch profitability. The distribution of the 18 (0) .

flock between the two patches was monitored 16

i during each trial asa continuous tape recording. 14
i
.! Results 12

,The. result,s are sumt;narized in Fig. 8. In those 10
tnals m which throwIng frequency was a true
indicator oftpatch profitability, the number of 8
du~ks at the least profitable ,site became .very 6
close to 11, the number predIcted by the Ideal ~
free model For all times after 80 s from the ~ 4
start of the trials, the difference between the ~ 2

, mean number of ducks at the least profitable is 0
site an~ t~e predicted number was not statisti- ~ . 0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420
cally sIgnIficant (t-test, P = 0.05 level). On ~ Time after start of trial (s)
the other hand, in those trials in which throw- :=
ing frequency was a false indicator of patch ~ I

I ( b)profitability the number of ducks at the least g 18 ~

profitable site :i~itially rose higher than. t,he ~ 16 I Ifigure of 11 predIcted by the patch profitabIlIty ~
.0 14E J

~ 12
z

10

8
~ 16 . 02 -2 .
~ 6- 04 03
.!?: 4
C 14 0 03 0

~ 2
C 03

~ 0 . .
g 12 0 0 0 0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420

"0

'0 0 02 Time after start of trial ( s )
i .8\ § 10 o. Fig. 8. Mean number of ducks at the least profitable of
: Z two food patches with a profitability ratio of 2:1 plotted

against time since start of trial.
S (a) Difference in profitability caused by different

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 frequencies of supply of food items (11 trials). The
Nurrlber of dominants in smaller flock horizontal line is the ideal free prediction.

. (b) Difference in profitability caused by different food
Fig. 7, Number of ducks in smaller flock when patches item weights (14 trials). The lower horizontal line is the
were equally profitable, plotted against the number of ideal free prediction and the upper horizontal line is the

I dominants in that flock, The horizontal line is the ideal predicted flock size if rate of food input is used to assess
,; free prediction. profitability.
,

;.
I
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flock). This expectation seems to be supported The despotic individuals in the flock also
by the data, since for all times between 80 and seem to influence the distribution of other flock
260 s after the start of the trials, there is no signi- members between food patches. This response
ficant difference between the mean number of to the number of despots is presumed to be due
ducks at the least profitable site and this pre- to the decrease in the food availability experi-
diction of 16.5 (t-test, P = 0.05 level). The num- enced by the other ducks, although other fac-
ber of ducks at the least profitable site ,then de- tors (such as the avoidance of damaging fights)
clined, and within 380 s of the start of the trials may be involved. If this assumption is correct,
it was not significantly different from the figure it seems probable that the ducks are correcting
of 11 predicted by the patch profitability ratio their assessment of the patch profitability ratio
(t-test, P = 0.05 level). These observations sug- according to the location of the dominants.
gest that although the ducks do use the frequency Each additional dominant at a food patch in-
of food input to assess the patch profitability creases the pressure on the available food :if one
ratio, other factors can also be used, over a calculates a linear regression from Fig. 7 one
longer time scale, to detect differences in patch gets a slope of -1.2 birds in the smaller flock
profitability in the absence of differences in the per dominant present, which could be interpreted
rate of food input. The time scale involved is as suggesting that each dominant imposed as
certainly long enough for direct sampling of great a pressure on food availability as 2.2 other
both patches by individuals to be plausible. birds. This raises the possibility that defining

flock size in terms of bird-units, which allow
Discussion weighting of each dominant by a factor of 2.2,

The distribution of the flock between two food might improve the fit to the ideal free model.
patches was very similar to that predicted by the If this proved to be the case it would imply
ideal free model. However one of the assump- that the despotic model was a variant ' upon the
tions of this model was violated by the despotic density-dependent effect modelled by the ideal
behaviour of dominant individuals, who mono- free hypothesis. However, re-analysis of the
polized a disproportionate amount of the food data in this manner does not improve the fit to
by restricting access by other individuals to the the ideal free model. As an illustrative example,
point where food was being thrown. Fig. 9 shows the data from Fig.. 5b (the

Whitham (1980) has found a similar case in Decemb~r .data which ,seemed to depart from
his study of habitat selection by Pemphigus the predlctlO?S, of the Ideal free model becaus,e
aphids. In this instance the patches were leaves of an assocIation ~etw~en four of the doml-
which the aphids colonized, and the relative nants), re-analysed In thIS manner. The flock of
fitness of different individuals was measured
by the number of progeny produced. Although 0.25
it was observed that the individuals in different a
patches had the same average fitness (i.e. like
the ideal free model), there was indivi- 0.20
dual variation in fitness within each patch. This
was due to the fact that each leaf (patch) was
highly heterogeneous in its suitability for the § 0.15
aphids, and some individuals defended the '-e
optimum sites. Whitham (op. cit.) points out ~ -
that a common assumption of both the ideal It 0.10 i
free and despotic models is violated by hetero-
geneity within resource patches. Differences
between individuals have a similar effect: since 0.05.
the ability to kleptoparasitize other ducks is 1positively correlated with dominance rank
(pers,?nal observation), it seems probable that 0 11 1 1 1 1 1 20
even If the patch was so large and homogeneous ' . .
that individuals could not restrict other birds' Size of smaller flock In bird-unIts

access to food, individuals would still ~c~~ve Fig. 9. Distribution of flock sizes expressed as bird-units,
unequal payoffs (as long as food was a limIting observed at least profitable site when patch profitability ;
resource). ratio was 2:1 (see text), 1-
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~
six dominat;lts (weighte,d by a factor of 2.2) a,nd th~ir assessment of the p.atch profitabilit~ ratio. ~

! 27 other bIrds comprIses a total of 40.2 bIrd It IS clear that the behavIour of ducks beIng fed ~
I:.. units, and since the least profitable site had one- bread on a park pond is more complicated than IJ third of the food available, the ideal free distri- might be thought.

." bution would result in 13.4 bird units being pre- ;
i sent at the least profitable site, as shown by the Acknowledgments ';
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if gested interpretation of Fig. 7 is incorrect. Not !
~ only ar~ the data in. Fig. 7 not. entirely suitable "

r for a linear. r~gression analysis, but the 95 ~ REF ERE N C E S
I': confidence limIt for the value of the slope is .. .
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